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Abstract
Straight ahead cycles in drawings of graphs pass all vertices leaving the same number of
edges on each side. For complete bipartite graphs K2r;2s, drawings with straight ahead Eulerian
cycles and with straight ahead 4-cycles are constructed. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a drawing D(G) of a graph G the vertices are mapped into dierent points of
the plane (also called vertices of D(G)) and the edges are mapped into simple curves
(also called edges of D(G)) which connect corresponding vertices in such a way that
two edges have at most one point in common, either an endpoint or a crossing.
A path in D(G) passes a vertex of even degree ‘straight ahead’ if the path leaves
to its right and to its left the same number of edges. Only graphs with all vertices
of even degree are Eulerian graphs, that is, contain cycles that use every edge exactly
once.
Problem 1: For any Eulerian graph G, does there exist a drawing D(G) which induces
an Eulerian straight ahead cycle?
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Fig. 1. Drawing D(K7) with straight ahead triangles only.
In [6] for all 8, 37, and 184 Eulerian graphs with 6, 7, and 8 vertices, respectively,
Problem 1 is answered in the armative. In [4] the existence of Eulerian straight ahead
cycles is proved for complete graphs K2r+1.
Every D(G) of an Eulerian graph G is partitioned into edge disjoint straight ahead
cycles. Thus in contrast to seeking only one straight ahead cycle it may be of interest
to ask for a drawing D(G) with only smallest straight ahead cycles.
Problem 2: For any Eulerian graph G where the edge set can be partitioned into
edge disjoint cycles Cn of smallest length n, does there exist a drawing D(G) which
induces smallest straight ahead cycles Cn only?
For complete graphs K2r+1 the edge set can be partitioned into triangles only, if
and only if 2r+1  1 or 3(6) (Steiner triple systems). In [4,3] the drawing D(K7) of
Fig. 1 is presented which answers Problem 2 in the amative. Corresponding drawings
for K9, K13, K15; : : : are missing so far.
Here positive answers are given to Problems 1 and 2 for Eulerian complete bipartite
graphs K2r;2s. Similar problems for planar graphs of degree 4 are discussed in [2,5].
Related topics concerning the term transition-system can be found in [1].
2. Results
One of the standard drawings of complete bipartite graphs immediately settles
Problem 2 since the smallest cycles are of length 4.
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Fig. 2. Drawing D(K6;8) with straight ahead 4-cycles only.
Fig. 3. Drawing D(K6;8) with straight ahead cycles of length 4r.
Theorem 1. If the two vertex sets of the complete bipartite graph K2r;2s are dis-
tributed on two parallel lines and if straight line segments are used for the edges,
then this drawing D(K2r;2s) determines rs straight ahead cycles C4.
Proof: Denote by x1; x2; : : : ; xr and y1; y2; : : : ; ys the vertices from left to right on two
parallel lines (see Fig. 2 for r=3 and s=4). Then it is clear that the straight ahead rule
decomposes the edges into 4-cycles xiyjxi+ryj+sxi, where the subscripts are computed
modulo 2r or 2s.
In the standard drawing of Fig. 2 some edges can be changed to answer Problem 1
for K2r;2s.
Theorem 2. For all bipartite graphs K2r;2s a drawing exists which determines an
Eulerian straight ahead cycle.
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Fig. 4. Drawing D(K6;8) with one straight ahead cycle.
Proof: First suppose that v is a vertex at which all opposite pairs of edges occur in
distinct straight ahead cycles. If one edge is deleted and reinserted opposite to one of
its neighbor edges, then in this drawing all edges incident to v occur in one straight
ahead cycle.
Begin with the drawing of K2r;2s described in Theorem 1. Then the edges (yj; xr) are
deleted for 16j6s and reinserted at vertex yj opposite to the neighbor edge (yj; xr+1)
such that the edges incident to yj−1; yj−2; : : : ; y1 are intersected in this sequence by
(yj; xr) and then (yj; xr) is connected without crossings to xr (see Fig. 3 for K6;8). The
result is a D(K2r;2s) with s straight ahead cycles of length 4r each using all edges of
vertices yj and yj+r and exactly two edges of each vertex xi with i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2r.
If next at one vertex, say xr , one edge, say (xr; ys), is substituted by an edge opposite
to (xr; ys+1) and without crossings as in Fig. 4 then all s cycles of length 4r are
combined to one Eulerian straight ahead cycle.
Finally, it may be mentioned for example that for cube graphs Q2d an Eulerian
straight ahead cycle is known to the author only for d62.
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